CHAPTER

Seeking Christ b~ Reading

T

HERE are no new prin iples in the spiritual life. Th fundamental principleto seek God and to be united to Him in Christ-never
changes. The other principles are deri ed from that on ,
and are also fixed; but their application to particular circumstances, and the choice of means to the end, must
take into account the varying conditions of human life.
Thus it may be the case that in modern times, there is
need to insist with greater emphasis on certain practices
than formerly.
ow if there is one thing for which
modern conditions have produced a special necessity,
it is the regular practice of spiritual reading. It is, of
course, only a question of degree; for reading, or some
other form of instruction, was always necessary. But
oral instruction, the common opinion of men the example
of our neighbors, and the trend of life in general, play
a smaller part in the formation and instruction of Catbolics than they did formely. People do not go to hear
sermons now as they used to; religion is not talked about
at least, with any accuracy; our neighbor often have
ideals that are far from Catholic-if indeed they have
any at all; and there is little in our general surroundings
that is of direct help to incite us or to help u to find God.
In fact 'the general effect of our modern environment
is not merely negative; it has even a positive tendency to
lead us away from God. This it does not so much b
being against God, but rather by leaving Him out. We
live in fact in a pagan civilization. The remnants of
Christian ideals that are still found in common opinion,
and which still express themselves in common practice,
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and true faith-they are based mainly on sentimentand like all branches cut off from their original stock
they are withered and warped, and often twisted quite
out of recognition. s guiding ideals, they rather tend
to mislead. The need for something to counteract this
effect is one of the reasons for spiritual reading.
But another reason comes from the reading matter
in common use to-day. Examine for a week the ordinary
man's reading by which his mind is nourished and what
does one End? One long series of items which could
hardly be more efficiently designed to concentrate hi
attention upon this world and upon the things of this
world. One may question the accuracy of much that
the newspaper print, but one cannot deny that what
i printed is I resented in a fashion that tends to grip
the reader s imagination. To th news are added photographs which are often of considerable interest and
artistry. Then there are the variou weeklies, the magazines the digest and all the other publications that
one finds everywhere toda . They are easy to read, they
can make the mo t of triBes, they an Batter the intelligence of the reader and make him take superficial
gossip for deep thought and, of late, they have brought
condensation to a Ene art. As a general rule they do not
lead to thought-in fact for the most part they only
increase the passivity of the reader-but when they do
make one think, it is not of God and of His 10 e but
of the thing of thi world, and generally of those tl1ings
which ar of least importance. When one considers th
skill and artistry the attraction and the sympathy, the
ingenuity and the insistence, which are therein at work
to concentrate our whole attention on the passing
moment, one must recognize that there is an urgent
need for some personal effort to restore the balance
by keeping the realities of eternity before the mind and
by making oneself see the present moment in its true
context.
What has been said of periodicals is no less true of
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books taken generally; and there i another effect cornman to all such reading: it produces a distaste, not
merely for the things that really matter, but also for the
style and manner in which those things are presented
in spiritual books. The result is that when one does
by an effort force oneself to open a spiritual book, it
requires a still greater effort to keep it open, and not
to close it with a yawn. And, truth to tell it is not always
the reader who is to blame. So many spiritual books come
from another age or are translated from another tongue,
and have, therefore, a foreign and artificial air, so many
are written by religious for religious and from the viewpoint of 'religiou - 0 many are deliberately "edifying"
and seem, therefore, unreal-so many how a lack of
under tanding for the difficulti of the laity and fail
till more by having no sympathy with these difficulties
or even with the weakness of human nature--that it is
not surprising that many lay people find spiritual books
o hard to read 'that they soon give up the practice of
regular reading.
Despite all such difficulties, we insist that regular
reading of a suitable sort plays a more and more important part in the life of atholics today and that for the
educated at least, it i well nigh e enti 1 for their progress
if not also for their salvation. To our mind, this practice
ranks equally with mental prayer and the other exercises
of devotion in importance, and in fact it is 0 closely
connected with these oth r exerci es e pecially the
essential one of m ntal prayer, that without i -unl
one finds some substitute-there is no possibility of
advancing in the spiritual life; even perseverance therein
is rendered very doubtful.
ObYious], one way of dealing with this problem
would b to r duce the amount of e ul r reading. Th
degree to which that is necessary or desirabl depend
upon a many individual circumstances that it annat
be determined h reo Per anal experience is the be t
guide, at least if prudent
coun el be taken. For our part ~
/.
.
w do not agree WIth those who w uld htl" la peop]
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live like religious, out of touch with their surroundings.
They are members of society, they have their place in it
and their relations to it, and they have quite a legitimate
interest in it. In fact the chief hope of modem society
i that Catholic laymen may exercise considerable inHunce on it. Therefore, they have to keep in touch with
it. But, as in all such matters, they must do so prudently.
What one must do is to make a finn resolution never
to cease from regular reading of the right type. And what
is the right type? That is a wide question, and th
answer can only be general-for here especially, the
variations of individual temperament must be considered.
First preference must be given to that reading which
makes us know Jesus Christ, His Person, His practice,
and His preaching. He is the Way, the Truth and the
Life. He is God's manifestation of Himself to men, and
man's model for going to God. The obvious place to
find Him is in the New Testament; and the Four Gospels
at least should be the familiar and frequent reading of
every Catholic. The best approach to Scripture reading is a personal matter and depends upon many circumstances, but the reading of the Scripture cannot be too
highly recommended; it is, however, by no means as
general as it should be. The Bible contains the in pired
word of God, and we Catholics have the infallible
interpreter of God's word in the Catholic Church. But
is must be remembered that all the Bible is not easy
to understand. Only the original text in the language in
which it was originally written is inspired; the English
translations we read are not inspired, and in fact they
do not always succeed in making us understand the full
ense of the original. That is why it is often helpful to
use one of the shorter commentaries on Scripture. But
very often one will find in the Bible a personal message
from God that not only gives one knowledge but also
trength and joy-in fact one will often hear God speaking to one's heart from those sacred pages.
There i many an excellent life of Christ, one at
least of which should be read. The teaching of Christ i
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found in hristian doctrine and in books on th pmtual life; and the example of Christ is reproduced in th
lives of His saints. The primary purpose of our reading
is not so much to educate ourselves as to produce goodness of life-to help us to live in union with Christ.
But education is a first step to good living, and we can
say that our initial purpose in our reading should be to
educate ourselves in doctrine and in spirituality up to
a level which will depend upon individual circumstance
but which should be high enough to enable us to gi\e
God tha't reasonable and rational service that He require.
of us, t9 give our neighbor an account of the faith that
is in us, and to give ourselves motives, direction and
strength for our spiritual life. Once that level of education has been achieved, 'the principal purpose of our
regular reading changes somewhat. Henceforth we read
to keep the supernatural before our minds, to develop
and maintain the sense of the reality of the things we
know by faith, to keep our attention on the eternal life
of our soul rather than on our temporal interests and
above all to keep alive within us the memory and the
presence of our Lord, so that we may live in touch and
in union with Him, talking to Him working with I lim,
resting with Him, always praying to Him and in Him.
Obviously individual needs will vary so much that
there can be no question of prescribing for each one here.
But some things may be said which are of fairly general
application, though their adoption is left to the common
sense of the individual reader. It must be remembered
that although the spiritual life is a life of love, it is not
a life of sentiment. On the contrary, love is based on
knowledge given by faith and reason. In a word, devotion
is founded on dogma. Now some acquaintance with the
dogmatic teaching of the Church is essential for any
Catholic. Quite a number of educated Catholics try to
be satisfied with what they have learned of doctrine at
school; this would seem 'to be a mistake. A man's mind
develops after he leaves school; his knowledge and experience increase, his view broadens his judgment matures
I
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h I eels m n probl ill th t requ·re a doctrin'l
olution. To expect the ro n and mature mind of the
man to be satisfied \vith t e haz memory of what his
immature mind had acquired from the limited instruction
. uitable to bo sis, t the I ast, imprudent; one runs the
" k of h "ng reli2ion rejected a inadequate. It amount
almo t to asking a 0 n man to re-adopt the m n tal
habit and immature outlook of th schoolboy, to rene
his j venile tas e and to maintain that attitude throughut his life towards the things that are of the greate t
i~nportance to him. If th man h
grown up in a countr.
here the Faith is in th atmosphere, as long a he still
Ii e "n that atmosphere h 1nay retain his hold upon
his religion ithout further instruction, but it seem
lmost like temptin P 'ovidence to hope that he ill
do so. n ho ,th desirability of further ins'truction
i evident. The que tion is still more acute in the case
of the professional classes and of all those hose work
produces or requires a trained mind. In one fi ld of
knowled e at least such men are familiar with a complete and scientific treatment of a subject. Their trained
minds, consciously or unconsciously, tend to estimate
things by the rea ons lying behind them, and if their
knowledge of Catholicity is not sufficiently wide or deep
to shovv them omething of its solid foundations and
extraordinary logic and to enable them to see that it can
hold its own as a science with their own subject, they 'may
be led to contempt for what little they do know of
religion, and may even be tempted to abandon it altogether. Certainly, they are not likely to make it the driving force of their w ole life, as God wants 'them to do.
Even if a man's reading of Catholic theology w re
only enough to teach him to know ho much he do
not know about it, a lot ould be gained. But there i
no reason why any educated Catholic should not 0
further, and bring his knowledge of Ca'tholic theolog
up to the standards of the other branches of his knowledge-in principle if not in detail. There are sufficien t
manuals in English to meet th need of most people
'n
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publication i
n th in r s. It mu t
f ourse be admitted that a prope und rstanding of
atholic theol gy invol e some idea of th 'deas of
atholic philosophy, and the mode of thouoht connected
ith it. In fact, there is a lot to be s id for the Tie that
orne training in such pbilo ophy hould e 'ven as p rt
t e ordinary Catholi s ondar
duc,tion. Theologi
al . cussion in 01 s philosophy in muc the arne
s ph sics in 01 e mathemati s. And inde d both theology and philosophy are clo ely connected with he hiohest form of human thought, a fa m hi h h disappear d
from practi all th
hole intellect al life of to a outside the Catholic s hools. For the sourc of all the il
nd rror in th intellectua hfe a today-the di ea e
t
rna es mu h of it utt r nces, 't e mere andering
of a Fe en h ImagInation-is the loss of metaphysics nd
of t e ability for ab tract thought.
Perhaps a light digression m be for2i en, especially
as it is clo ely concerned ith the under tanding of the
main the is of thi book though it 'n not have the
same reference to e ery reader.
he human intell ct
dra s its food fa thouoht from the 7 king of the
enses, and when it repr sent to it If the idea of any
object, that internal ense hich is called the imagination
tri to form om orr ponding picture or phantasm of
the same object in t rms of ensafon or sense e.L perience.
Try the experiment of thinking about a triangle. Despite
its name, the essential definition of a triangle i a figure
hich has three sides. That is the idea which the intellect
forms of it, and that idea is absolutely uni ersal in it
application; it represents equally ery po sible trianol
that exists or could exist: a figure with three sides.
The imagination, ho ever, also tries to represent a
triangle, but it ha to be more concrete; and if one att nds
closely to it representation, one finds th t he 'triangl
in the imagination i , more or less agu ly, orne particular triangle. It has a color, it has a definite shape,
a definite orient tion, a definite size, a definite feelpossibl. a d finit taste. It trie to become general by
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being au. Th id are a neu ral grey, and the hoI
thing is rather uwoolly,"-but as soon as one attends
to it carefuly, it becomes definite. Now one of the first
things one has to learn in metaphysical thought, is to
think with ideas and not with phantasms. One can
imagine contradictions, but one cannot think them. One
can imagine a bein u ho is a man and a horse, but on
cannot think him, for he is either rational 0 unrational
ither one thing or h othe. Ob iously failur to ab tra t
co pie ely from the particular accidents of the phantasm
rna I ad to error, and when one argues from phanta m
instead of ideas-doing one's thinking with the ilnagination instead of ith the intellect-confu ion and ob ell are inevit ble.
Metaphy ics is th science of bein -that is, of an
hin?" that exists or can exis -as being, and is, therefore,
t the root of all other sciences, which indeed presuppose
it. It has been abandoned by the modern mind, hich
seems to be unable to think othe 'wise than with it
imagination. What cannot be imagined is-aceordin to
it-impossible; what can be imagined is, therefore, capable of being and existence. From this disease of the
lnind, we get sentiment for pr·nciple in moral, the
particular for the genera in argument, metaphor in
place of reality, opinion for certainty, prejudice for judgment quantity for quality, matter for 'the ultimate reality,
nd all the hole host of fal e coins that are current in
the intellectual commerce of today. Curiously enough,
it is often the trained mind that shows the greatest
tendency to error of this sort. The mathematician tends
to think in t rms of symbols and graphs, or at least in
terms of quantity; 'the scientist, when he is not a mathematician, tends to be a mechanic. The medical man in
particular finds it hard to get away from the too , too
solid Hesh," and is often unable to recognize the reality
of a vital principle which he cannot imagine, and which
he does not know how to demonstrate by reason.
Intellectual Catholics, therefore have need of knowing somethin of theology and philosophy; and indeed
4t
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all Catholics of any education would do well to ke p
their knowledge of the Church's doctrine up to a sound
standard. Where theology is read by the laity, it is usually
rather from the point of view of apologetic argument
than from that of a dogmatic foundation for true de 0tion. We would rath r ee the r er e. Gr t d tha
sue meat is not fo e eryon , it is till quite true 'tha
there are a con ider ble umb r of atholic, ho if 0
sta ing, are at last und lTIouri h
for
ant of a
proper diet of Catholic doctrine.
Such r ading, I ow ver, i not th most important.
In the beginning, the important thing is to acquire a
knowledge of the principles of the spiritual life and t
keep them constantly in mind· hat then becomes more
and more important as one ro s in the piritual life
is to keep one's mind suppli d with motives or p rseverance and advancement, and 'to r store daily any distortion
in one's perspecti e and sense of relati e alue that may
arise from everyday contact. In all this the layman i
faced with quite a different problem from 'that of th
religious, and it is ell that he should r memb r it. Each
religiou order Hforms" its members in th no itia e b
precept, example, and pra tic; each order h sits 0 n
traditions, its own spirit, its own standard authors and
its own system and method of the spiritual life. In every
religious house a member can always find someone ho
is well acquainted with that spirit, and ho i al 0 ell
d,·c
acquainted with him and understands hi outlool
on suitable reading is th n easy to get, and can b
accepted blindly.
The layman has no such plann d path be or him no
definite tradition b hind him. He needs ad ice and
counsel, but he needs it from someone who is prepared
to examine his personal needs, and who is not predetermined to impose upon the client the adviser's own
spiritual system. There are various s hools of spirituality;
in principle they can differ very little; but they can differ
sufficiently in minor, accidental detail to have quit
{fect upo differ nt soul
ciall in the
oppo .
r
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case of beginners or those who are not well grounded
in the spiritual life. To a certain extent, therefore, the
re ponsibility for choice rests upon the layman himself,
and that is why we ask him to educate himself first in
the spiritual life. The study of two or three standard
vorks will give him some idea of its principles, and he
will be b tt r able to decide what to 'take and what to
1 ave in all that he reads. For it must be remembered that
not all that is written applies to all who read it. One
excellent way of starting this education is by attending
eries of retreat conferences, wher the main points
f 'th piri ual life are summarized. But it ill probabl
take orne time for the beginner to get his bearings and
to develop a prudent sen e of his own per onal needs
and ocation. Pray r for light and guidance is indispensable, and will alway be heard.
Once educated, as we have said, one reads differently;
in fact it is only 'then that one performs the exercise
which we wish to prescribe as a daily practice of the
piritual life. The choice of a book is usually determined
by its effect, and each reader has his own favorites. However, one hould not be afraid to go back to some of
those book that did not uit on flr t reading, for there
i a 'time and a mood for every book. Prejudice must be
laid aside; e g D1
to mast r the contents of a book
i a s riou ob tade. If necessary, one should run through
bool quickly to nnd out what it is about, and then
ao back and digest it.
That one word give the key to the whole method of
spiritual reading. For spiritual reading is a food, and we
must digest what we read. First of all, therefore the
matter mu t be digestible. To some extent that is an
jndividual question, but good-will can work wonder
even h n a book at first appears insipid and useless. h
next 'thing i that we must read slowly; at least those part
of the book that are helpful should be read reBecti ely,
and if the timulate immediate thought, it i f r b tter
to pau e and reRect on what has been read. at e er
page need e r ad i thi
a. Common sen e C8n 11
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If five minutes' reading is enough to start a man
thinking for half an hour, then he is quite entitled to
put down his book, and if it helps, to go off for a walk
and think out what has occurred to him. If the mere
opening of a book starts one's heart speaking to God,
then reading has done its work-for the moment at any
rate.
evertheless, considering the difficulty and distaste that are connected with reading, e should be slo\'
to dispense ourselves from our regular minimum, even
for the sake of reRection or of prayer, for the gain may
be short-lived. If the period we appoint for daily reading
is long, it may help to use two books, one of a lighter
type which could be used after a page or two of the
heavier work has been read. The lives of the saints
will often supply such a lighter fare.
Of some of these lives of the saints it is hard to
write without apparent irreverence. Sometimes one i
tempted to say that half of them should be publicl
burned as obstacles to holiness. That, of course, would
be an exaggeration; but like all exaggerations, it expr s es
a truth. And the truth is that there are many accounts
written of the lives of the saints, which, because of manifold distortion and of the emphasis of the accidental at
the expense of the essential, are further from the reality
than are the stained glass attitudes which are seen in
church windows. These latter have their justification in
ornament and conventional symbolism; but a biographe
is expected to tell us the exact truth about his subject.
ow the truth about a saint is that he had a human
nature exactly the same as each of us has, but that he
so co-operated with God's grace as to love God with hi
whole heart and his whole soul, and that this love
became the constant and principal motive of all hi
actions. Instead of telling us the truth, 'these accounts
often mainly consist of miracles, extraordinary mortifications, and superhuman achievements, so that if they
are taken at their face value, the saints must be a race
no posapart, supermen into whose ranks e ha
ibili ./ of entcrin. ece tl , ther h
movemen
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in th righ dire in' but th r d r i \: ar d th t the
true notion of holiness or of it ossibility, must not be
looked for in such books about the saints, and that is
one reason why a sound grasp of the true principles of
the spiritual life is so essential. There are, however,. many
sound works which show the true saint, and while setting
a very high example before us still lea e us room to
hope to imitate i .
This daily e erci of spiritual . ading should al a
be closely connected with pray . t should be commenc
with a prayer, and if we are alone, it is good to kneel for
a moment. But whatever our attitude, we should ask God
to speak to us, to enlighten us and to gi e us the grace to
carry out His wishe . In fact, we should make our reading
a spiritual communion with our Lord: HJesus, give me
ourself through this book!" If possible one should try
to read Hin the divine presence." God, of course, is always
present, but-there is a difference! We hould try to read
uunder His ye," so to speak. And we should not be afraid
to int rsperse our reading ith prayerful ejaculations
comments or questions-any of those remarks that one
might make if one could hare a book with a friend.
We must, of course, read in a spirit of faith. That doe
not mean that we are not to read critically, or that we ha re
to accept every statement that every writer makes, or to
believe that eery advice or direction given applies to our
own particular case. On the contrary, one should only
follow such advice with caution and prudence, taking
frequent counsel of some wise priest or other guide. But
we must believe that God will speak to us in our reading,
and when He does speak, we must be ready to listen
to Him ans! heed. His words. In fact, if one asks in what
dispositions ~houla one read, the an wer is: H ith faith
hope, charity, -humility, and submission to God's will."
Let us make it clear that our intention here is to
give more prominence to the exercise of spiri tual reading
than is usually done. We regard this exercise as of very
special importance for the cultivation of the spiritual
life and for facility and progress in prayer, particularly
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tl 1 it . Quit apart from it fruit, it
. an exercise of the piritual life in it elf, and a such
i meritoriou. We consider that a firm re olution to read
in thi fa hion is of apital importance for everyone who
wi hes 'to Ii e in Christ. In fact, unless some sufficient
sub titute for it b pr ided, we ouId say that there i
as little chance of Ii ing spiritually without reading, a.
there i of living orporally v ithout eatin !
This readin h for its purpose first of all to make u
kno what e really ha e to do and how it i to be done
nd after ard to make u rememb r and think of hat
it i to be done. It is so a
e re r ally doing and
to for et the supernatural or to keep it all for Sunda.,
morning, that one m t do somethina to pre erve it
r membrance on eek-d y. Reading i a most important means to that nd. nd to r ading one should join
r Rection.
We ha e still to tr at of the exercise known ariou ly
a meditation and mental prayer, but e shall find that
mo t books on the subject ugaest a method which
in olve reading (generally to be done the night before)
reflection, and prayer. The th 'ee things are made part of
the one exercise. Our own desire to make at least two
-if not three-practices of th m. What we mean b
reflec'tion is that part of the exercise usually called meditation, to which the name properly applies. If a methodic
approach to it is nece sary, a method must be adopted.
But there are many m'nds who pass from reading to
reflection quite naturally and spontaneously, or who
ould easily acquire the habit of doing so. Such a habit
is of incalcuable alue for the piritual life. And e do
not isualize this exercise as one which is to be done in
the church, or on one's knees-at least of necessity. T
us it seems quite sufficient that a man should say, sit
down at his own fire-smoking if it help him-or 'that
he should go out for a walk, and think ou t the ideas h
has found in his book or in his e peri nee. s far a
thinking goes, there are many men and women who
in
will a hie e much more in such a a than b
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to think on th ir
in th old of tl Inornin b for
her thei· no mal in tinct
breakfast, or in the churcl
is to pray. Besides, sucl apractic ha the happy re ult
of making this reflection something that £ts in with th
ordinary day' round, th re is no qu stion of a special
religiou
rci
to
done and £ni hed ith wh n
1n
owe er, m nand °th ir
one g t up off on
minds ary, and ach should do hat suits him best in
the matt r. The u ual ad 'ce in these matter is c rtainl
ound and tim tri d; our 0 n sugge tions are in pired b
~ can to brin th in terio
a purpo
f aoing a f r a
ithin the r ch of th layman, and making it p d
lif
through a much as possible of his whol day.
It is obviou then that both prayer and reading, a
hav di cu sed them lead on naturally to menfar as
tal pra er and that th boundary lines are not ver 7
de£nit . One subject that should be brou ht to our mind
daily is the Passion of Christ. As i tance at
ass, o·
making the Way of the Cro , or some such practice
Tould do 0; but if no othe pro i ion i made for it
it auld be well to form a practice of pending a fe
minut dail in reB ction on, a, some Station of the
Cro s or upon some sorrowful my ter of th Rosary.
There i no reason hy e hould not pend part of
the 'time going to or from work, for example, in thinking of orne of the tations. There is no reason hy we
may not think of the mysteries of the Ro ary ithout
sayina the decade. A ploughman, for example, could
e all could
take one mystery to e ch furrow-and
imitate him in some way.
Whatever a
e do it, we must keep the memory of
Christ and His love, of our union ith Him, of the
things hich He has done for us and the things which
He wants us to do for Him, fre h in our minds. He ne er
forgot us for a single moment on earth; He never forget
us for a single moment in heaven; hould we not dail
think of Him who liv d and died for 10 of us?
--1

